Abstract: This paper describes a study of sane of the characteristics of program referencing patterns. Program behavior is investigated by constructing stochastic models for the page reference mechanism and evaluating the validity of the assumptions made through comparison with empirical results. The notion of a regime process is shown to play a useful role in describing the observed phenomena mathematically. The study falls within the realm of a rapidly growing field of computer science known as compumetrics, where quantitative and qualitative methods are being applied to the study and evaluation of computer performance.
Introduction
The execution of a program in a multiprogrammed system has to be interrupted frequently for reference to information stored in different levels of the storage hierarchy. To discuss the strategy of the basic decision algorithm appropriate for the system, it is necessary to know something about the manner in which these references to stored information are made.
When dealing with a large program, such as an assembler or a compiler, it is impossible, in practice, to predict the references deterministically, and it has been recognized for a long time that one has to resort to probabilistic models in this context.
The choice of the correct probabilistic model is far from obvious. It is the purpose of this paper to elucidate the problem by considering an analytic model and to relate the results of the analysis to actual measurements. Our aim consists in improving our understanding of the stochastic structure underlying the phenomena, but not yet to suggest methods for improvements in the decision algorithms of existing operating systems. The latter will be possible once the model has been firmly established and validated.
The model proposed in this paper should be regarded as only a first approximation to the best one. We could no doubt have obtained higher accuracy by choosing the stochastic process appearing in the next section to be more general, but this seemed to us not to be called for at the present preliminary stage of our investigations. We start from some simple hypotheses about program references, in order to arrive at a model that is more intrinsic than pure curve-fitting would be:
I . Under multiprogramming, each program is given a 230 "slice" of execution time that cannot be exceeded but
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may well not be used up. The size of the time slice can vary considerably among different systems, but will normally be enough for many thousands of operations. When we change from one program to another the probabilistic structure can also be expected to change, at least in an environment with a heterogeneous load. These breakpoints, and their distribution in time, will play an important role in any realistic model. Some other work [ 1-31 is in progress to develop statistical methods for studying this problem. 2. Between two breakpoints one can expect more homogeneous behavior, both because programs are executed sequentially, except for branching, and because the simplest kind of string information is also sequential. One might compare this with the notion of locality [4] . 3 . Branching makes for less homogeneous behavior and causes one of the most obvious aspects of program behavior, viz., looping. This will lead to an (approximately) periodic appearance, and with loops within loops there can be many periods present. 4. On the other hand, most programs have a characteristic behavior at their beginning (and usually also at their end). Initialization will be needed to set up tables, specify parameters, deal with macros and subroutines, etc. This also leads to heterogeneous behavior.
There are, of course, many other phenomena of program behavior that are known empirically although not yet quantified. For the moment, however, we shall limit ourselves to those mentioned above.
To be more specific, we consider an operating system that employs the concept of paging from and to virtual memory. Pages are assumed to be of constant size and the entire storage hierarchy (main memory and auxiliary storage) in which paging takes place is taken to contain the collection P = { 1, 2 , 3,. . ., M } of pages, where M is the total number of pages. Let m be the maximum number of pages that can reside in main memory and denote the set of these pages by { 1, 2 , 3,. . ., m } .
During execution the operating system makes references to memory and we shall denote by p = (. . ., p-l, po, pl. . ..} the reference string of successive pages (not necessarily distinct) referred to. Under demand paging, a page that is referenced but is not resident in main memory will be brought in from auxiliary storage, usually in place of some other page which has to be pushed out, according to the particular paging algorithm implemented in the operating system. A common class of such algorithms is the so-called stack algorithm, of which the most popular is LRU (Least Recently Used); let us define stack algorithms as in [4] .
The set D = { 1, 2 , . . ., J } denotes the set of pages of a given program, so that the members of the reference string p k E J . The program has been allocated a main memory space of m pages, where 1 5 m 5 J . We call a subset S of D such that S contains m or fewer pages a possible memory state. Let r be a reference string and A an allocation algorithm, and let S ( A , m, r ) denote the memory state after A has processed r pages under demand paging in an initially empty main memory of size m.
Then A is a stack algorithm if S ( A , m -1, r ) is a subset of S ( A , m, r ) . That is, the contents of the ( m -1)-page memory are always contained in the m-page memory, so that the memory states are "stacked up" on one another.
After considering this definition, it is clear why, for suah stack algorithms, performance is crucially dependent on the behavior of the distunce string, defined as follows. Suppose that at time t page r, = i has been referenced, and that the next reference to page i occurs at time t + n, + 1 (see below); that is, between these two references to page i there have beeh n, page references, but none to page i. Let when judging the performance of a paged computing system. Notice that R , , is an empirical quantity, not a parameter of any model. It should be mentioned, in passing, that paging rates can be measured in at least two ways: either with respect to the flow of instructions (the unit being a time interval between two successive instruction executions) or with respect to new page references. Because the first method is more informative when studying overhead caused by page faults, we adopt it in this paper.
Model of program references
Let us measure time, as indicated above, in terms of the number of instructions executed. We shall not be concerned with happenings during individual instruction executions, but rather with nonoverlapping and contiguous time intervals of length T , where T is the window of the working set: the working set W ( t) is the binary "vector with its ith component equal to one if the ith page has, zero if it has not, been referenced in the tth window 
' p ( t + h ) = P ( t ) ( l -p h ) + [ l -P ( t ) ] A h + o ( h ) , [ P ( t + h ) -P ( t ) ] / h = A -P ( t ) ( p + A ) + o ( l ) ,
and we get the equilibrium probability ( t -+ m)
say, which holds of course for each page:
The equilibrium probability ( t -+ m ) for the size of the working set can be denoted by P [ w ( t ) = k ] = wk, say; the whole probability distribution for the working set is denoted by {w}. Let b ( a ) denote the Bernoulli distribution with parameter a ; then {w} will be the convolution of M distributions with a! = Ai/ ( A i + p i ) :
The generating function of 
It should be noted that the resulting spectral density is monotonically decreasing for A P 0. The frequency function of the working set size w ( t ) can take many forms. If the p i are all small it will be approximately Poisson; if the p i are all close to one it will be approximately inverse Poisson; and if all pi are near the center of the interval ( 0 , 1 ) it will be approximately normal. Convolutions among these three cases can occur, so that the resulting frequency function can take many forms.
We have, however, the following result, which limits the possible qualitative appearance of the distribution.
Assume that for each page 0, 1, 2 , 3 ; . ., N -1 we have a probability 7rk of being referenced in a window of given 232 size. Assume also independence between pages. This FREIBERGER, GRENANDER AND SAMPSON obviously cannot be strictly true. We expect, however, stochastic dependence in time, which we take into account, to be more important than dependence in space, i.e., between pages. We do realize, however, that our assumption requires additional empirical support, and as will be seen in a later section the empirical results do not always support our assumptions. Then the number of pages called in a window will be a stochastic variable N P = bo + b, +. . ' + bN-l, where the b, are independent Bernoulli variables b, = b(7rk). For certain special cases we can obtain closed-form expressions or approximations for the distribution of N P : binomial, Poisson, inverse Poisson, normal. Because these do not seem to occur in practice, one is led to ask whether it is possible to say something general and qualitative about the distribution. The question is partially answered by the following theorem.
Theorem Let N P have the frequency function p , = P ( N P = k ) ; k = O , I ; . . , N -l.Thentheratiosp,/p,-, are nonincreasing. In other words, the frequency function is logarithmically convex.
Proof Introduce the ratios rllf = pkf/pk-lt; k = 1, 2,. . ., t and assume that for a fixed value of t the sequence rkf is nonincreasing in k. Since
Because rllf is nonincreasing we have
Dividing these inequalities by each other, we obtain ' I , -'k-1 .
On the other hand, we have, for t = 2,
and p B = T T , so that 2 0 1 0 1 r22 = P;/P:
, and r;=P;/Po
This implies that r t 5 rlz since this is the same as 7r07r'(1-7r0)(l-7r1)5 [ ( l -7 r 0 ) 7 r 1 + 7 r 0 ( I -7 r 1 ) ] 2 , which inequality holds. This proves the assertion.
As a consequence we know that the frequency function of the sum bo + b, +. . .+ bN-, must be of one of the following forms: 1 ) nonincreasing, 2 ) nondecreasing up to a point and then nonincreasing, or 3 ) nondecreasing. This severely limits the theoretical shape of the distribution under the conditions we have imposed: U-shape and bimodal shape are impossible, just to mention two cases. One consequence of this theorem is that the distribution of the working set size w ( t ) will be unimodal. (Bimodal distributions, however, were found in the empirical results as reported in a later section, and therefore the assumptions of the theorem cannot be wholly satisfied in practice.) Another significant consequence is the relation
in other words, the working set size distribution w ( t ) has either subnormal or normal, but never supernormal, variation.
The working set W ( t ) itself can be looked upon as a stochastic process taking sets as its values. In addition to the function w = IlW(t)ll we shall consider the following Boolean functions, which are physically meaningful:
representing the pages referenced in window t but not in t -1 . We have E l l W l = C , ( 1 -P , P y = C , (P"XYIh"+P").
Similarly, O ( t ) = ( " w ( t ) )
A W ( t -1) means that the pages were referenced in window t -1 but not in window t. The expected size of O ( t ) is the same as that of f ( t ) since
This is obvious because the model is stationary and we must have balance. Also, let L ( t ) = { W ( t ) = W ( t -I)}, where the second equality sign should be read as a Boolean function. The locality is expressed by L ( t ) ; its expected size
also expresses the locality. Just as above, one can also get expressions for the spectral densities of the sizes of
O ( t ) , Z ( t ) , and L ( t ) .
This simple model can only be expected to apply in a homogeneous regime, as in the present section.
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An informal definition of a regime process starts from a random mechanism producing the time points where regimes start and end and also describes the transitions between regimes at these points. Conditioned by the break points the process formulates a stationary stochastic process between two such time points where the conditional probability distribution may depend upon the first random mechanism. For a precise definition of the notion of regime process and its mathematical consequences see [6] .
A regime that exhibits looping, as described in the next section, would require a modified model with Ay('), py periodic functions of t. This, however, is a matter of the time scale chosen. If the period of the outer loop is of the order of the window size T , then the statement in the last sentence can be expected to hold. On the other hand, if the period is much smaller, the looping will not be very pronounced and the A", p v can be left as constants. Finally, if the period is much larger than T it may be sufficient to treat the regime as time-homogeneous unless other program events interfere.
The periodic case will look rather different from the purely homogeneous regime. The distribution {w} will be made up of contributions belonging to the different phases of the regime. Note that this composition will have the effect of a mixture, not of a convolution. Hence there need be no tendency toward the normal distribution because the central limit theorem is not operative. We expect two or more peaks in the frequency function, and the spectral density need no longer be decreasing, but can have several peaks.
The effect of initialization (see the last section) is difficult to anticipate in general, and the same is true of time intervals with a gradual transition between regimes. In a later section we show through measurements how some actual programs can behave.
Distribution of distance
To study the behavior of the distance string we use the following model, which is a discrete-time version of the one used in the previous section.
Let p = (pl, p 2 , . . ., p,) be a discrete probability distribution of the total number M of pages; i.e., 0 5 p i 5 1 and ELl pi = 1. Also, let q = ( q,, qz,. . ., 4,) be a vector with components which satisfy 0 5 q i 4 1 . Our model develops as follows. At time t , a page i is selected from the collection of pages P = { I , 2,. . ., i; . ., M } according to the probability measure p = {pl, pZ; . ., pi; . ., p,}. We now stipulate that subsequent references are made to this page i a number vi -1 times, where vi has the geometric probability distribution
This means that qi is the probability of staying within (fl n-1 page i and ( 1 -q i ) that of leaving it. It must be admitted that this assumption is far from convincing and is made for mathematical convenience. ( A more resonable approximation to real data would be offered by the negative binomial distribution, which could be analyzed by appealing to Erlang's method of formulating the problems in terms of Markov chains.) In the diagram, pages between the long vertical bars are selected according to the probability measure ( 1 -q i ) qr-'; the last page before the first long vertical bar and the first page after the second long vertical bar are selected according to the probability measure p.
Note that After vi occurrences of page i we sample again from P = { 1 , 2 , . . ., i, . . ., M } according to the probability measure p = {pl, p2,. . ., p i , . . ., p,} and proceed as before. Note that we may, of course, obtain the same page i again; i.e., in the above diagram we could have j = i.
Locality is large when qi is close to unity, and hence when mi is large.
We shall speak of the p i as the page frequencies and of the mi as the page durations. If the p-distribution is well concentrated, the work load is skewed toward a subset of pages; if the vector m = { m i } is large in magnitude, the work load possesses a high degree of locality.
This simple model may be criticized on at least two grounds: First, it is stationary; it is, however, known that this property is meaningful only in the context of time scale and can therefore not be ruled out a priori. Second -and this objection is more serious, the model post;
lates simple random sampling from P = { 1, 2,. . ., M } as each new page is selected. Empirical studies are needed, and are reported on in a later section, to verify this as-234 sumption.
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To relate the vectors p = (pl, pz,. . ., p,) and q = (ql,  qz,. . ., 4") to data, the following considerations are relevant.
Let ri be the equilibrium (or absolute) probability of referring to page i at some given moment: P ( rt = i ) = ri. We can write = rj Pji, j where pji is the transition probability of selecting page i at time t after page j has occurred at time t -1 in Qur (Markovian) model.
The transition from any state at time t -I to state i at time t can, in our Markovian model, happen in three ways:
1 . rt-l = rt = i and we stay within an i substring (with probability qi) ; 2. rt-l = rt = i and we leave an i substring (with probability 1 -q i ) but select state i again (with probability 3 . rt-l = j , rt = i and we leave a j substring (with probability 1 -q j ) , selecting a new state i # j (with probability p j ) .
Let the equilibrium (total) probabilities be rj and the transition probabilities be pji. We have then, separating the above three cases,
Introducing the notation ai = ri( 1 -qi) and a = X i ai, we get from Eq. ( 1 ),
so that ai = pia, and
The constant a must be determined from the condition Zi ri = 1, so that a = ( X pkm,)", and finally
Let Mi denote the expected length of a substring consisting entirely of i's; we have, for a single substring,
Let si = number of connected i substrings, e.g., 
8=1
Hence,
The conditional generating function of this probability is
The first term corresponds to the situation n = 0 with Denote by L the length of a long reference string, by p t + l = i being an element of an i-substring: ji the frequencies of page references to page i, and by 1) lj,, li,, . . ., lini the lengths of the ni connected i-substrings:
i.e., lij will be the length of the jth connected i-string; e.g., Le., Then, with convergence in probability, j i / L + r j , and We proceed to condition the expectation further and obtaiv (li, + lj, + ' . ' + l j n i ) n j -l -+ Mi.
But Eqs. ( 2 ) and (3) give
( 5 ) X E[znLIi, i-string has ended, I non-i-strings until i];
The unknown parameter vectors p and q will not always e.g., be identifiable. We have, however, r j = p i (
where a = (8p,rn,)" so that. with some constant
If we assume that all p i 5 1 /2, which will certainly be true in all practical cases, then the pi are uniquely determined from Eq. (6), choosing the smaller of the two roots. We select that (unique) value of C giving unity for the sum of the two roots p i ; this sum is clearly a monotonically increasing function of C. Then the relation ( 3 ) determines the other parameters mi. If all p i are quite small, we can use the approximations mi E M i , and
Pi E ( T i /

M i ) ( E T i / M i ) -I ,
estimating M i and r j from Eq. ( 4 ) . In other cases, it will be necessary to use an iterative procedure, starting with Eq. (3). For the model defined in this section let us next determine the probability distribution of n,, that is, of the length of the reference string between two equal page references rt = rt+nt+l = i. Consider, first, the conditional probability f ( n , = nl rt = i) : e.g., Summing over the entire M X M square matrix and subtracting the diagonal elements gives
E [ n t l =~~P j / ( l -4 j ) = C . P i / ( l -4 i )
i j I = M -c P i / ( 1 -4J )="I.
-4i) 1 (It has been brought to our attention that this result can also be obtained more directly by an appeal to Markov Chain Theory.) The distribution of the distance d, is more complicated. T o find its expected value we write where b, = 0 or 1 according to whether page 1 has or has 236 not been referenced. 
'
As we see in diagram above, we have for the conditional expectation of b,, given reference rt = i for t = to and that n = n selections are made from P = { 1, 2,. . ., M } before i I S referenced again (at t = to + n + 1 ) ,
where we have introduced the conditional probability
P ( r t = j ; j # i ) = p j ' = p j / ( l -p i ) ;
j = 1,2;.., i -1, i + 1;..,M.
We thus get
However,
and P(exactly n selections after to which are # i) = If is, of course, natural that a uniform page frequency distribution will give maximum expected distance. Leaving, now, the case of equal page durations (mi = constant), we note that since b: = b, for each 1, we have
T o get the cross products we use, for 1, f', i all different,
which can be used to get an expression for the variance of the distance.
If M is large and all the p i are small, the stochastic dependence between the b, would be weak and it may therefore be tempting to apply the central limit theorem. If this argument were valid, the distance d, should be asymptotically normally distributed. It will, however, be demonstrated below that this conculsion is, in general, false.
To do this, let us assume, for the moment, a uniform distribution p i = 1 / M , qi= 0. The probability that n pages
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have been referenced, conditioned by 1 ) r,= i and 2) that k selections have been made, is denoted by p ( n , k ) = P ( n pages referenced, conditioned as stated) ; n = 0 , l ; . . , M -1;
We can characterize p ( n , k ) through a partial difference equation p ( n , k ) = p ( n , k -1 ) n / ( M -1 ) + p ( n -1, k -1 ) x ( M -n n ) / ( M -1 1 , f o r k = 1 , 2 ; . . a n d n = 1 , 2 ; . . , M -l I . I n t r o d u c e t h e transform (not a generating function!) m substituting for p ( n , k ) from above, and summing, yields But so that after some manipulations we get the solution Introducing the probabilities P ( n ) = P ( d, = n ) and using the fact that k has a geometric distribution with ratio ( M -l ) / M , we get Substituting for t, ("i ~ ') from above, we get This obviously represents a far-from-Gaussian distribution; indeed, it is a rectangular distribution over the set of integers ( 0 , 1 , 2,. . ., n -1 ) ! This result has a surprisingly simple form and should, perhaps, admit of an intuitive explanation and, also, a simpler proof than that given above. A plausibility argument based on symmetry would give such an explanation but this, of course, would not constitute a proof.
A more straightforward but less elegant way of handling this problem would have been to approach it through the classical occupancy problem, see [ 8 , p 381. For the case with general p (but still with all qi = 0) the approach via a partial difference equation will not work. If we were to enlarge the state space, this approach would be feasible in principle, but not in practice. We can, of course, write down an expression for P ( n ) in terms of sums involving one, two, three; . . p ' s at a time. The expression will have alternating signs and involve an enormous number of multiplications and additions.
Empirical results
In this section, we report some of the results of an experimental study of page reference patterns (for details, see [9] ). This study clearly establishes the validity of the regime structure assumed in the model of the previous sections, although it suggests that some other assumptions -such as strict stochastic independence between pages-may not be completely valid.
We first describe the method we developed to partition page reference traces into homogeneous regimes. The reference traces were obtained from an interpretive simulator program [ I O ] monitoring the performance of the execution of any program under the CP-67/CMS operating system. This monitoring program gathers information on the pages referenced at each instruction and records it in terms of the number of program references to each page per window of size T . The window size chosen was T = 1000 because we were not motivated by practical considerations of scheduler design but, rather, by a desire to understand the detailed stochastic structure underlying the page referencing mechanism.
The information was displayed on an interactive cathode ray tube device, and Fig. 1 shows an example of this display; it was also transferred to tape for processing. In view of our interest in the regime structure of large programs, we monitored the execution of a FORTRAN compiler designed to operate in about I28000 bytes of main storage and a P L / I compiler designed to operate in about 64000 bytes. To determine the existence of stationary 238 regimes, and to charactkrize these, we first produced listings of the references in each window of the 64 pages: a sample of such a listing for a FORTRAN compilation is shown in Fig. 2 ; the working set size for each window is given in the last column. This figure also illustrates our definition of stationary regimes as sets of windows in each of which the same set of pages (with few exceptions) is referenced for some minimum time interval. This definition is related to the concept of "locality of reference" [4] . In Fig. 2 , the different regimes are partitioned by solid lines according to these heuristic guidelines. (The dashed lines indicate partitions arrived at through our algorithm described in the following section.) In this particular FORTRAN program (MADD) there are six distinct regimes. The same six regimes were found in all eight FORTRAN compilations examined and they clearly correspond to the six different phases of FORTRAN compilation [ 1 11: Invoke, parse, allocate, unify, generate, and exit. Figure 1 shows a plot against time of working set size for the same FORTRAN program, and the six regimes of stationary page referencing behavior are clearly displayed and divided by vertical lines. The histograms (sample frequency functions) for the regimes are displayed in Fig. 3 and the sample means, variances and first-order autocorrelations are given in Table 1 . It is worth noting that similar histograms (some exhibiting bimodal behavior) are reported in [ 121. The histograms suggest that the frequency functions for each regime have a characteristic shape peculiar to the corresponding phase of FORTRAN compilation. They also demonstrate that stochastic dependence between some pages must exist, contradicting one of the assumptions in the analytic model of the previous sections: It is shown there that if the pages are referenced independently, the frequency function of working set size must be logarithmic-9.
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x 8. e. ally convex and hence unimodal; regimes 2 , 3 and 6 have, however, bimodal histograms. variances, but not consistently enough for us to base a characterization of regimes on these parameters. The autocorrelation coefficients of order one indicate that (with the possible exception of the short regime 4) white noise cannot be the cause of the variation of working set size within regimes, because such a coefficient must, in the case of a time-series generated by white noise, be of the order 1 / ( n -l)'", where n is the number of observations [ 131. In our case, thus, n is the number of windows in a given regime and almost all the sample autocorrelation coefficients are more than two standard deviations away from zero. Our results on p L / I compilations yielded similar though more complex results, because the number of observed regimes was high-240 er and the working set sizes were larger.
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Algorithm for partitioning regimes in page reference traces.
An algorithm was developed to partition page reference traces into homogeneous regimes in a manner reflecting the heuristic guidelines described above. We defined a stationary regime by a set of pages (or a locality of reference) common to almost all windows in the regime for some minimal length of time, that is, each of the 64 pages (including those not in the locality) is referenced with some characteristic frequency in each regime. Those pages that fall in the locality of reference defining a regime will of course have the highest frequencies. They will also carry the greatest weight in determining where regimes should be partitioned. Because of the inter-page dependencies, noted in the previous section, the existence of these characteristic frequencies is reflected in the graphs of the sample frequency functions of the working set sizes in Fig. 3 . That is, because of inter-page dependencies, each occurrence of a working set size (e.g., of size twelve) in a particular regime will usually be the result of references to the same set of (twelve) pages, the majority of which (e.g., eight) will constitute the locality of references found in almost every window of the regime. Another working set size, corresponding to a different window in the same regime (e.g., fifteen), will usually reflect the same (eight) pages in the basic locality of reference and (seven) other pages different from the additional (four) pages in the windows with working set sizes of, e.g., twelve. With this situation in mind, we see that the observed characteristic shapes of the working set size frequency functions indicate characteristic frequencies of reference for each of the 64 pages.
Our algorithm is based on the assumption that a stationary regime of page referencing behavior can be characterized by a vector of 64 page-reference frequencies. It was remarked in the previous section that characteristic working set size frequencies and, consequently, characteristic frequency vectors correspond to compilations of different FORTRAN programs. This fact, which is significant, is, however, not essential to our algorithm which depends only on a marked change in frequency vectors between stationary regimes. Because of this, the algorithm is program-independent and should be capable of delineating stationary page reference patterns for any program displaying regime-type referencing behavior.
If a vector of 64 page reference frequencies can characterize a regime, then sample vectors of page reference frequencies within a regime should differ little over the span of the regime. Let.f'"' = (f1"';
. .,f6,"') be the sam- 2N   windowsi-N;..,i-l,i,i+I; ..,i+N-l.Ifthemaximum value of D is sufficiently large, then the particular window at which the maximum occurred is recognized as a partition point. In other words, it is assumed by this algorithm that if the distance between reference frequency vectors computed over consecutive N-window spans is maximized at window j , then the windows j -N , . . ., j -1, andj; . ., j + N -1, will lie in entirely different regimes with different characteristic page reference frequency vectors. This is, however, an idealization as there is generally a transition period of at least a few windows between regimes. It is thus not possible to locate an exact partition point.
The algorithm just described is outlined in greater detail in the flow chart in Fig. 4 . It was programmed in FORTRAN and, as indicated in the flow chart, it consists of a main program, REGIME, and a subroutine, SEARCH, which is called to locate precisely a partition point through a maximization of D.
Clearly the choice of the value of N, the number of windows over which sample frequency vectors are calculated, is vital to the success of the algorithm. The value must be large enough that a good estimate of the actual characteristic frequency vector is obtained. It must also be smaller than the length (in number of windows) of the shortest stationary regime that will be considered. Also important is the choice of a value of D "sufficiently" large. There are actually two such values. The first, To the right of the computer printed output in Fig. 2 we have written the value of the distance D between successive frequency vectors in intervals of 20 windows.
The regime partition points for the two FORTRAN programs, as determined by this algorithm, have been marked by dashed lines in cases where these points differ from the heuristically selected partition points marked by solid lines. The maxima of the distance function corresponding to these partitions have been written above or below the dashed lines. Note that the minimum value of D at any window recognized as a partition point is 1.6771. In view of the transition periods between regimes, it is clear that this algorithm partitions regimes as accurately as could be expected.
We point out here that for the P L / I compilations, the best results were achieved with values of D M A X~ = 1.5 and D M A X~ = 2.5. These higher thresholds were necessitated by the generally higher working set sizes and values of D .
We emphasize that our algorithm is an approach to the problem of regime identification tailored to the problem at hand. Regime stochastic processes occur in many different applications, and different identification algorithms will be appropriate in each case. For more general discussions, see [I] and [6] , and for different applications to compumetrics, [2] and [3] .
Summary
In the theoretical part of this paper, the consequences of certain basic assumptions about the random nature of the page referencing mechanism in virtual memory operating systems is examined. Among the stochastic dependencies present in such a system are those between different time points and those between different pages. In one of our models, the latter is neglected in comparison with the former. Subsequent analytic studies in conjunction with experimental findings are shown to lead to a weakening of this hypothesis in favor of the notion of a regime stochastic process as an appropriate model for the description of empirical observations on page reference strings. An attempt is made, also, to correlate the observed regimes with the known structure of the executing program and to collect information on the properties of the internal regime processes, i.e., those processes conditioned by the one governing the regime transitions.
We look upon this work as a pilot study in the spirit of statistical inference applied to stochastic process models in compumetrics.
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